
Quiz#2 

what is the name of the lowest 8-bits of Ecx register ? 

CL 

 

use a MASM directive to store AsCII representation of the word "hello" ,using label 

called "Hi"  

hi    DB    'hello' 

 

in real-address mdoe , is this instruction valid ? why ? 

mov ES ,CS 

invalid , seg to seg 

 

identify two types of segments that would be referenced by segment registers ? 

CS , DS 

 

in real-mode if a seg reg has a value 1234h what would be the starting address ? 

12340h 

ending address ? 

2233F 

 

suppose that DS=1300h ,List =0250H ,BP = 1500H ,SI=0100H assume the following 

instruction in real- mode  

mov [BP+SI],AL  

what is the effective address ?  

1300*10+0200+0100=13300h 

# of bytes copied ? 

1 byte 

 

  



assembly quiz #3 

state if valid or not: 

 

XCHG AL,15h 

invalid , you can't store anything in a number 

 

MOVSX EAX,ES 

valid 

 

OUT EBX,[DX] 

invalid , out uses accumulator 

 

find values: 

mov bh,-5 

mov dx,101h 

movzx cx,bh 

movsx eax,dx 

bswap eax 

eax=01010000h 

cx=00FBh 

 

which inst causes the esi and edi reg to be incremented by the movsb inst ? 

CLD 

 

the instruction that copies doublewords from one memory location to another ? 

MOVSD 

 

CMOVE and CMOVZ are the same ? and why ? 

yes , because when two values are equal the zero flag then =1 

(the machine subtracts values and uses flags as indicates of the outcome ) 

 

  



Quiz #4 

Find the content of the register AX after and before AAM. 

Mov al , 6 

Mov bl,9 

Mul bl   ;Ax=  0036H 

AAM   ;AX=  0504H 

 

Write the position of the effected bit/bits after each of the following instruction regardless of 

the content of AX 

 

AND AX ,F7EFH  ;Clears bit number : 4,11 

  

If AX=A08FH when applying the following instruction : 

 

SAL AX,3  ; AX= 0478h 
 

If AL=27H,CF=1,CL=0BH , when applying the following instruction : 

 

ROL AL, CL   ;AL= 39h 
 

If AL=0AH , BL=05 H , what is the value of the zero flag and the carry flag after executing the 

following ? 

instruction ZF CF 

CMP AL,BL 0 0 

Test AL,BL 1 0 

 

CharArray1    DB  ‘we are here’ ,’$’ 

Lea si, CharArray1 

Mov dx,si 

Mov ah,09 

INT 21H 

 

After running this code the display output will be  

We are here 

 

If EDX=06CAAE00H applying the following instruction : 

 

BSF   eax, edx   ;EAX= 00000009h 

 


